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COMBINATORIAL CONSTRUCTION OF GELFAND-TSETLIN
MODULES FOR gln
VYACHESLAV FUTORNY, LUIS ENRIQUE RAMIREZ, AND JIAN ZHANG
Abstract. We propose a new effective method of constructing explicitly
Gelfand -Tsetlin modules for gln. We obtain a large family of simple modules
that have a basis consisting of Gelfand-Tsetlin tableaux, the action of the Lie
algebra is given by the Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas and with all Gelfand-Tsetlin
multiplicities equal 1. As an application of our construction we prove necessary
and sufficient condition for the Gelfand and Graev’s continuation construction
to define a module which was conjectured by Lemire and Patera.
1. Introduction
A classical paper of Gelfand and Tsetlin [10] describes a basis of simple finite
dimensional modules over the Lie algebra gln. This is one of the most remarkable
results of the representation theory of Lie algebras which triggered a strong interest
and initiated a development of the theory of Gelfand-Tsetlin modules in [3], [11],
[12], [17], [18], [20], [26], among others. Gelfand-Tsetlin representations are related
to Gelfand-Tsetlin integrable systems studied by Guillemin and Sternberg [13],
Kostant and Wallach [14], [15], Colarusso and Evens [1], [2]. Each tableau in
the basis of a finite dimensional representation is an eigenvector of the Gelfand-
Tsetlin subalgebra Γ, certain maximal commutative subalgebra of the universal
enveloping algebra of gln. Hence, any such tableau corresponds to a maximal ideal
of Γ. Gelfand-Tsetlin theory had a successful development for infinite dimensional
representations in [21], [4] where it was shown that simple Gelfand-Tsetlin modules
are parametrized up to some finiteness by the maximal ideals of Γ. The significance
of the class of Gelfand-Tsetlin modules is in the fact that they form the largest
subcategory of gln-modules (in particular weight modules with respect to a fixed
Cartan subalgebra) where there is some understanding of simple modules. The
main remaining problem is how to construct explicitly these modules.
There were essentially two main approaches to generalize Gelfand-Tsetlin basis
and construct explicitly new simple modules. One, starting from [3], was aiming to
construct generic Gelfand-Tsetlin modules, that is those having a basis consisting
of tableaux with no integer differences between the entries of the same row with
the exception of the top row. These simple modules were described in [6]. Next
step was to consider 1-singular case when there is just one pair in only one row
with integer difference. A break through was a paper [7] (see also [8], [25], [23])
where such modules were explicitly constructed, followed by general constructions
of certain ”universal” modules in [22] and [24].
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A different approach in constructing new simple modules is due to Gelfand and
Graev [9] who presented a systematic study of formal analytic continuations of both
the labelling and the algebra structure of finite dimensional representations of gln.
Imposing certain conditions on entries of a tableau Gelfand and Graev described
new infinite dimensional simple modules with a basis consisting of tableaux and
the algebra action given by the classical Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas. We will call this
condition GG-condition. However, Lemire and Patera [16] showed that some of
these analytic continuations, in fact, are not representations. They conjectured a
necessary and sufficient condition, here called the LP-condition, for Gelfand-Graev
continuation to define a module and proved it for gl3 and gl4 (partial cases).
Our first result establishes this conjecture.
Theorem I. Gelfand-Graev continuation defines a gln-module if and only if it
satisfies the LP condition.
We propose a new combinatorial method of constructing simple Gelfand-Tsetlin
modules by continuation from tableau satisfying more general conditions which
we call, following the tradition, FRZ-condition. Any tableau satisfying the LP-
condition also satisfies the FRZ-condition but the latter is much more general.
Each tableau L satisfying the FRZ-condition defines the maximal ideal mL of the
Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra and a Gelfand-Tsetlin module V (L) with ideal mL in
its Gelfand-Tsetlin support. A tableau L is critical if it has equal entries in one
or more rows different from the top row. Otherwise, tableau is noncritical. Our
second main result is
Theorem II. Let L be a tableau satisfying the FRZ-condition. There exists
a unique simple Gelfand-Tsetlin gln-module V (L) with maximal ideal mL in its
Gelfand-Tsetlin support having the following properties:
• V (L) has a basis consisting of noncritical tableaux with standard action of
the generators of gln.
• All Gelfand-Tsetlin multiplicities of V (L) are bounded by 1.
We will call the class of Gelfand-Tsetlin gln-modules from Theorem II admissible
modules. Hence, we have a combinatorial way to explicitly construct a vast number
of new simple Gelfand-Tsetlin modules. Some examples of admissible modules were
constructed by Mazorchuk [17], [19].
It is interesting to know the place of admissible modules in the category of all
Gelfand-Tsetlin modules. We state the following conjecture
Conjecture 1. If V is simple Gelfand-Tsetlin gln-module with Gelfand-Tsetlin
multiplicities 1 which has a basis consisting of noncritical tableaux with standard
action of the generators of gln then V ≃ V (L) for some tableau L satisfying the
FRZ-condition.
At the moment Conjecture 1 is known to be true for n ≤ 3, see also Conjecture 6.3.
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2. Notation and conventions
Throughout the paper we fix an integer n ≥ 2. The ground field will be C. For
a ∈ Z, we write Z≥a for the set of all integers m such that m ≥ a. Similarly,
we define Z<a. By gln we denote the general linear Lie algebra consisting of all
n× n complex matrices, and by {Ei,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} - the standard basis of gln of
elementary matrices. As a Lie algebra, gln is generated by Ei,i+1, Ei+1,i, 1 ≤ i ≤
n− 1 and Ei,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We fix the standard Cartan subalgebra h, the standard
triangular decomposition and the corresponding basis of simple roots of gln. The
weights of gln will be written as n-tuples (λ1, ..., λn).
Let Gln be the free Lie algebra on generators ei, fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1, and Hi, 1 ≤ i ≤
n. There is a homomorphism Gln → gln given by ei 7→ Ei,i+1, fi 7→ Ei+1,i, 1 ≤ i ≤
n− 1 and Hi 7→ Eii, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The kernel kn of this homomorphism is generated
by the following elements
[Hi, Hj ], 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,(1)
[ei, fj ]− δij(Hi −Hi+1), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1,(2)
[Hj , ei]− (δij − δi+1,j)ei,(3)
[Hi, fj] + (δij − δi+1,j)fj ,(4)
[ei, [ei, ej]], [fi, [fi, fj]] , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, |i− j| = 1,(5)
[ei, ej ], [fi, fj ] , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, |i− j| > 1.(6)
Given a Lie algebra a we denote its universal enveloping algebra by U(a). Through-
out the paper we abbreviate U = U(gln). For a commutative ring R, by SpecmR
we denote the set of maximal ideals of R. We will write vectors in C
n(n+1)
2 as
L = (lij) = (ln1, ..., lnn|ln−1,1, ..., ln−1,n−1| · · · |l21, l22|l11). We denote Z
n(n+1)
2
0 :=
{z ∈ Z
n(n+1)
2 |zni = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. For 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n, δ
ij ∈ Z
n(n+1)
2
0 is defined by
(δij)ij = 1 and all other (δ
ij)kℓ are zero.
For i > 0 by Si we denote the ith symmetric group. Throughout the paper we set
G := Sn × · · · × S1. Finally, given a, b ∈ C, we will write a ≥ b (respectively a > b)
if a− b ∈ Z≥0 (respectively Z>0).
3. Gelfand-Tsetlin Theorem and Gelfand-Tsetlin modules
In 1950, I Gelfand and M. Tsetlin gave an explicit realization of all simple finite
dimensional modules for gln. Let us recall the construction.
Definition 3.1. Given L = (lij) ∈ C
n(n+1)
2 , denote by T (L) the array
ln1 ln2 · · · ln,n−1 lnn
ln−1,1 · · · ln−1,n−1
· · · · · · · · ·
l21 l22
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Such an array will be called a Gelfand-Tsetlin tableau of height n. A Gelfand-Tsetlin
tableau of height n is called standard if lki − lk−1,i ∈ Z≥0 and lk−1,i − lk,i+1 ∈ Z>0
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ n.
Theorem 3.2 ([10]). Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) be an integral dominant gln-weight.
The vector space L(λ) spanned by all standard tableaux T (L) with fixed top row
lnj = λj− j+1 is a gln-module. The action of gln on L(λ) is given by the following
explicit formulae.
Ek,k+1(T (L)) = −
k∑
i=1
(∏k+1
j=1 (lki − lk+1,j)∏k
j 6=i(lki − lkj)
)
T (L+ δki),
Ek+1,k(T (L)) =
k∑
i=1
(∏k−1
j=1 (lki − lk−1,j)∏k
j 6=i(lki − lkj)
)
T (L− δki),
Ekk(T (L)) =
(
k − 1 +
k∑
i=1
lki −
k−1∑
i=1
lk−1,i
)
T (L),
(7)
where we use the convention that if the new tableau T (L±δki) is not standard, then
the corresponding summand of Ek,k+1(T (L)) or Ek+1,k(T (L)) is zero by definition.
Moreover, every simple finite dimensional gln-module is isomorphic to L(λ) for
some λ.
For m 6 n, glm naturally identifies with the subalgebra of gln spanned by
{Eij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m}. We have the following chain
gl1 ⊂ gl2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ gln .
It induces the chain U(gl1) ⊂ U(gl2) . . . ⊂ U(gln) for the universal enveloping
algebras. Let Zm be the center of U(glm), 1 ≤ m ≤ n. The subalgebra Γ of U
generated by the Zm, 1 ≤ m ≤ n is called its Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra (cf [3]).
We define now our main objects.
Definition 3.3. A finitely generated U -module M is called a Gelfand-Tsetlin mod-
ule if
(8) M =
⊕
m∈SpecmΓ
M(m),
where
M(m) = {v ∈M | mkv = 0 for some k ≥ 0}.
The Gelfand-Tsetlin support ofM is the set SuppGT (M) := {m ∈ SpecmΓ |M(m) 6=
0}. The Gelfand-Tsetlin multiplicity of m in M is the dimension of M(m).
The category of Gelfand-Tsetlin modules is a full subcategory of the category
of (weight) gln-modules. It is closed under the operations of taking submodules,
quotients, finite extensions and finite direct sums (cf. [3], [7]).
The elements {cmk}1≤k≤m≤n defined by
(9) cmk =
∑
(i1,...,ik)∈{1,...,m}k
Ei1i2Ei2i3 . . . Eiki1 .
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generate Γ (see [26] Chap. IX, Section 59). Let Λ be the polynomial algebra in
the variables {λij | 1 6 j 6 i 6 n}. The natural action of the symmetric group Si
on {λij | 1 6 j 6 i} induces an action of G on Λ. There is a natural embedding
ı : Γ−→ Λ given by ı(cmk) = γmk(λ) where
(10) γmk(λ) =
m∑
i=1
(λmi +m− 1)
k
∏
j 6=i
(
1−
1
λmi − λmj
)
.
Hence, Γ can be identified with G−invariant polynomials in Λ.
Remark 3.4. In what follows, we will identify the set SpecmΛ of maximal ideals
of Λ with the set C
n(n+1)
2 . If π : SpecmΛ → SpecmΓ, for every maximal ideal
m ∈ SpecmΓ, π−1(m) is a single G-orbit and in particular is finite.
Remark 3.5. It was shown in [26] that the action of the generators crs of Γ on
any basis tableau of a simple finite dimensional module is given by
(11) crs(T (L)) = γrs(L)T (L),
where the polynomials γrs(L) are defined in (10). In particular, any simple finite
dimensional module is a Gelfand-Tsetlin module and the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra
is diagonal in the tableaux basis described in Theorem 3.2.
Our goal is to construct explicitly new families of simple Gelfand-Tsetlin modules
of gln. Our approach involves constructing of certain admissible sets of relations
analogous to relations that define standard tableaux. For each such set of relations
we define an infinite family of non isomorphic Gelfand-Tsetlin modules.
4. Admissible relations
4.1. Sets of relations and realizations. Set V := {(i, j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n}. In
this section we will consider certain binary relations on V which are connected with
the realization of simple finite dimensional modules described in Theorem 3.2. Set
R+ := {((i, j); (i− 1, t)) | 1 ≤ j ≤ i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ t ≤ i− 1}(12)
R− := {((i, j); (i+ 1, s)) | 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ i+ 1}(13)
R0 := {((n, i); (n, j)) | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n}(14)
and let R := R− ∪R0 ∪R+ ⊂ V×V. From now any C ⊆ R will be called a set
of relations.
Associated with any C ⊆ R we can construct a directed graph G(C) with set of
verticesV and an arrow going from (i, j) to (r, s) if and only if ((i, j); (r, s)) ∈ C. For
convenience we will picture the vertex set as disposed in a triangular arrangement
with n rows and k-th row given by {(k, 1), . . . , (k, k)}.
Definition 4.1. Let C be any set of relations.
(i) We denote V(C) ⊆ V the set of all vertices in G(C) which are starting or
ending vertices of an arrow.
(ii) C is called indecomposable if G(C) is a connected graph.
(iii) C is called a loop if G(C) is an oriented cycle.
(iv) Given (i, j), (r, s) ∈ V we will write (i, j) C (r, s) if there exists a path in
G(C) starting in (i, j) and finishing in (r, s).
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Note that any C ⊆ R can be written in the form C = C− ∪ C0 ∪ C+, where
C− := R− ∩ C, C0 := R0 ∩ C and C+ := R+ ∩ C. Now we are ready to see how
the sets of relations we are considering are generalizations of the standard sets of
relations used in Theorem 3.2.
Definition 4.2. Let C be any set of relations and T (L) any Gelfand-Tsetlin tableau.
(i) We will say that T (L) satisfies C if:
• lij − lrs ∈ Z≥0 for any ((i, j); (r, s)) ∈ C+ ∪ C0.
• lij − lrs ∈ Z>0 for any ((i, j); (r, s)) ∈ C−.
(ii) We say that T (L) is a C-realization if T (L) satisfies C and for any 1 ≤
k ≤ n− 1 we have, lki − lkj ∈ Z if and only if (k, i) and (k, j) in the same
connected component of G(C).
(iii) Suppose that T (L) satisfies C. By BC(T (L)) we denote the set of all tableaux
of the form T (L+ z), z ∈ Z
n(n+1)
2
0 satisfying C. By VC(T (L)) we denote the
complex vector space spanned by BC(T (L)).
If (n, i) C0 (n, i) for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, we call the corresponding loop trivial,
otherwise the loop is called nontrivial. If C contains a trivial loop then there
exists C′ ⊆ C such that any C-realization T (L) is a C′-realization and BC′(T (L)) =
BC(T (L)). Therefore for convenience throughout this paper we only consider sets
of relations C which do not contain trivial loops.
Example 4.3. A tableau T (L) is standard if and only if T (L) satisfies the set of
relations S = S+ ∪ S− where
S+ := {(i+ 1, j); (i, j)) | 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
S− := {((i, j); (i+ 1, j + 1)) | 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
Note that any Gelfand-Tsetlin tableau satisfies ∅ and T (L) is a ∅-realization if and
only if lki − lkj /∈ Z for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Our goal is to determine for which sets of relations C and tableaux T (L) one
can define a gln-module structure on VC(T (L)) with the action of gln given by the
Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas.
Definition 4.4. Let C be a subset of R. We call C admissible if for any C-
realization T (L), the Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas (7) define on VC(T (L)) a structure
of gln-module.
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that S defined in Example 4.3 is admissible. More-
over, finite dimensional modules can be described by considering subsets of R− ∪
R+. The following example justifies why we need to consider relations involving
R0.
Example 4.5. Let C be the set of relations with associated graph
(3,1) (3,2)
❁
❁❁
❁
(2,1)
]]❁❁❁❁
❁
❁❁
❁
(2,2)
(1,1)
AA✂✂✂✂
If T (L) is a C-realization, then by Theorem 4.33 and by Propositions 4.22 one has:
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(i) VC(T (L)) is a module if l31 ≥ l32 − 1.
(ii) VC(T (L)) is not a module if l31 < l32 − 1.
If l31 ≥ l32, all tableaux in VC(T (L)) satisfy the relations associated with the
following graph
(3,1) // (3,2)
❁
❁❁
❁
(2,1)
]]❁❁❁❁
❁
❁❁
❁
(2,2)
(1,1)
AA✂✂✂✂
Let l31 = l32 − 1 and T (R) any tableau in VC(T (L)). Then all tableaux in the
subspace U(T (R)) satisfy one of the following equivalent relations whose graphs are:
(3,1)
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
(2,1)
]]❁❁❁❁
❁
❁❁
❁
(2,2)
(1,1)
AA✂✂✂✂
(3,2)
❁
❁❁
❁
(2,1)
AA✂✂✂✂
❁
❁❁
❁
(2,2)
(1,1)
AA✂✂✂✂
Definition 4.6. Let C be any set of relations. We call (k, i) ∈ V(C) maximal if
there exist no (s, t) ∈ V(C) such that (s, t) C (k, i). The minimal pair can be
defined similarly. Let (i, j) ∈ V(C) be a maximal or a minimal pair. Denote by Cij
the set of relations obtained from C by removing all relations that involve (i, j).
Lemma 4.7. For any set of relations C which does not contain loops, there exist
maximal and minimal elements in V(C).
Proof. Choose any (i, j) ∈ V(C). If it is not an end point of an arrow then it is
maximal. If it is an ending vertex of an arrow then there exists (r, s) ∈ V(C) such
that ((r, s), (i, j)) ∈ C. Since C does not contain loops and V(C) has finitely many
vertices we obtain a maximal element in V(C) by repeating the procedure above.
Existence of a minimum element can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 4.8. Let C be a indecomposable subset of R. There exists a tableau satis-
fying C if and only if C does not contain nontrivial loops.
Proof. Suppose C does not contain nontrivial loops. Then it contain a maximal
element (i1, j1). Let (r1, s1) ∈ V(C) be such that (r1, s1) 6= (i1, j1) and (r1, s1) /∈
V(Ci1j1). If (it+1, jt+1) = (rt, st), repeating this procedure we get a sequence
(i1, j1), (i2, j2), . . . , (im, jm), where m = ♯V(C). Let T (L) be the tableau such that
li1,j1 > li2,j2 > · · · > lim,jm . Then it satisfies C.
Suppose now that C contains a nontrivial loop and there is a tableau satisfying
C. Then li1,j1 ≥ li2,j2 ≥ · · · ≥ lim,jm with (i1, j1) = (im, jm) and there is at least
one of the ≥ is >. Thus li1,j1 > li1,j1 which is a contradiction. 
So from now on, we will only consider C which do not contain loops.
Now we describe an effective method of constructing of admissible subsets of
relations which we call relations removal method (RR-method for short).
We say that C˜ ( C is obtained from C by the RR-method if it is obtained by a
sequence removing of relations of the form C′ → C′ij for different indexes.
Let T (L) be any C-realization. Then the Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas (7) define an
action of Gln on VC(T (L)).
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Theorem 4.9. Let C1 ⊆ R be admissible and suppose that C2 is obtained from C1
by the RR-method. Then C2 is admissible.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove the theorem in the case when C2 = (C1)ij for
some maximal or minimal (i, j) ∈ V(C1). To show that C2 is admissible it is
sufficient to prove that for any C2-realization T (L) and any generator g of kn we
have gT (L+ z) = 0, where z ∈ Z
n(n+1)
2
0 is such that T (L+ z) ∈ BC2(T (L)).
Let T (R) be a C1-realization such that rst = (l + z)st if (s, t) 6= (i, j). Let m be
positive (respectively, negative) integer if (i, j) is maximal (respectively minimal)
with |m| > 3. Then T (R+mδij) satisfies C1 and the Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas (7)
define a gln-module structure on VC1(T (R+mδ
ij)). We have
gT (R+mδij) =
∑
w∈A
gw(R +mδ
ij)T (R+mδij + w),
whereA is the set of w ∈ Z
n(n+1)
2
0 such that T (R+mδ
ij+w) ∈ BC1(T (R). Expanding
gT (R+mδij) and gT (L+ z) step by step we have that in every step the tableaux
T (L+z+w) appearing in the expansion of gT (L+z) are in BC2(T (L)) if and only if
any T (R+mδij +w) appearing in the expansion of gT (R+mδij) is in BC2(T (L)).
Thus,
gT (L+ z) =
∑
w∈A
gw(L+ z)T (L+ z + w).
Since VC1(T (R+mδ
ij)) is a module for infinitely many values ofm and gw(R+mδ
ij)
are rational functions in m, we conclude that gw(L + z) = 0 for all w and C2 is
admissible.

A tableau T (L) is called generic if lki − lkj /∈ Z for any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k ≤ n − 1.
The following corollary is a consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.9.
Corollary 4.10. Let T (L) be a generic Gelfand-Tsetlin tableau of height n. Denote
by B(T (L)) the set of all Gelfand-Tsetlin tableaux T (R) satisfying rnj = lnj, rij −
lij ∈ Z for 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Then V (T (L)) = spanB(T (L)) has a structure of a
gln-module with the action of gln given by the Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas.
Proof. Applying the RR-method to S (see Example 4.3), after finitely many steps
we can remove all the relations in S. It follows from Theorems 3.2 and 4.9 that
∅ is admissible. Since any generic tableau is an ∅-realization, the statement is
proved. 
Since S is admissible we immediately obtain a large family of admissible sets
of relations by Theorem 4.9. The following are the graphs associated with some
admissible sets of relations:
(k+1,s)
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
(k,i)
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
(k,j);
(k−1,t)
==④④④④④
(k+1,s)
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
(k,i);
(k+1,s)
(k,i)
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
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Note that any subset of R is a union of disconnected indecomposable sets and
this decomposition is unique. Lemma 4.8 gives a necessary condition for C to be
admissible. In the following sections we will give necessary and sufficient conditions
for admissibility.
4.2. Noncritical sets of relations. We call a tableau T (L) noncritical if lki 6= lkj
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k ≤ n − 1, and critical otherwise. If T (R) is critical then the
Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas are not defined on T (R) and, hence, VC(T (L)) should not
contain critical tableaux. So as the first step in construction of admissible relations
we describe noncritical sets of relations.
Definition 4.11. Let C, C′ be any subsets of R. We say that C implies C′ if when-
ever we have (i, j) C′ (r, s) we also have (i, j) C (r, s). We say that C is equivalent
to C′ if C implies C′ and C′ implies C.
The following is easy to verify.
Lemma 4.12. Let C be a set of relations and T (R) a tableau satisfying C. Let (s, t)
be maximal or a minimal with respect to C and (s, t) 6= (k, i), (k, j). There exists a
tableau T (Q) = T (R+ z) satisfying C such that qki = qkj if and only if there exists
a tableau T (Q′) = T (R+ z′) satisfying Cst such that q′ki = q
′
kj .
Proof. We give the proof when (s, t) is maximal. Suppose that there exists a tableau
T (Q′) = T (R + z′) satisfying Cst such that q′ki = q
′
kj . Let T (Q) = T (Q
′ +mδij)
with m≫ 0, then T (Q) satisfies C and qki = qkj . The converse is obvious. 
Proposition 4.13. Let C be any subset of R. If there is a critical tableau T (L)
satisfying C such that lki = lkj, for some (k, i), (k, j) ∈ V(C), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k ≤ n−1,
then for any T (R) satisfying C there exists z ∈ Z
n(n+1)
2
0 such that T (R+ z) = (qrs)
with qki = qkj .
Proof. If (s, t) is maximal or minimal and (s, t) 6= (k, i), (k, j), we remove (s, t).
Repeating above removal method until there is not maximal or minimal element
(s, t) 6= (k, i), (k, j), we obtain C′. We claim that C′ = ∅, then T (R+(rki− rkj)δ
kj)
satisfies ∅. The statement follows from Lemma 4.12.
Assume C′ 6= ∅. Since no subset of C contain loops then there exist maximal and
minimal elements in V(C′). There are two possibilities:
(1) (k, i) is maximal and (k, j) is minimal,
(2) (k, i) is minimal and (k, j) is maximal.
Both are impossible. For case (1) we have (k, i) C (k, j) which implies lki > lkj ,
since T (L) satisfies C. This contradicts with lki = lkj . The case (2) can be proved
to be impossible similarly. 
Proposition 4.13 suggests the following definition.
Definition 4.14. Let C be any subset of R. We call C noncritical if for any C-
realization T (L), one has lki 6= lkj , 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, i 6= j, (k, i), (k, j) ∈ V(C).
Remark 4.15.
(i) For any noncritical set C, there are infinitely many C-realizations.
(ii) S is noncritical. Any standard tableau is a S-realization.
(iii) ∅ is noncritical. Any generic tableau is a ∅-realization.
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(iv) C = {((2, 1); (1, 1)), ((2, 2); (1, 1))} is critical since there exist tableaux T (L)
satisfying C with l21 = l22.
From now on we only consider sets of relations C satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(i) C does not contain loops.
(ii) C is noncritical.
(iii) If (n, i) and (n, j), i 6= j, are in the same indecomposable subset of C, then
(n, i) C (n, j) or (n, j) C (n, i).
4.3. Reduced sets. Our next step towards constructing the admissible sets of
relations is to define reduced sets.
We have
Proposition 4.16. Let C be an indecomposable noncritical set. For any (k, i), (k, j) ∈
V(C), i 6= j, we have that (k, i) C (k, j) or (k, j) C (k, i).
Proof. Suppose there exist two tableaux T (L) and T (R) satisfying C with lki > lkj
and rki < rkj , 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. For any positive integers s and t, the tableau
T (Q) = T (sL + tR) with entries qij = slij + trij , satisfies C. In particular, for
s = rkj − rki and t = lki − lkj one has qki = qkj which is a contradiction. When
k = n, the statement follows from condition (iii). 
Note that any standard tableau T (L) satisfies lk1 > · · · > lkk for any k.
Proposition 4.17. Let C be any noncritical set and m be any positive integer.
There exists a tableau T (L) satisfying C such that |lij − lst| ≥ m for any two pairs
(i, j), (s, t) ∈ V(C).
Proof. We use induction on #V(C). The case #V(C) = 2 is clear. Suppose that
#V(C) > 2 and let (i, j) be maximal. By induction there exists T (L′) satisfying
Cij and the condition of the proposition. Let T (L) = T (L′ + sδ
ij). If we choose
s >> 0 then it satisfies C and the required condition. 
Definition 4.18. Let C be any noncritical set of relations. We call C reduced, if
for every (k, j) ∈ V(C) the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) There exists at most one i such that ((k, j); (k + 1, i)) ∈ C.
(ii) There exists at most one i such that ((k + 1, i); (k, j)) ∈ C.
(iii) There exists at most one i such that ((k, j); (k − 1, i)) ∈ C.
(iv) There exists at most one i such that ((k − 1, i); (k, j)) ∈ C.
(v) No relations in the top row follow from other relations.
We will show now that distinct reduced sets of relations are nonequivalent.
Proposition 4.19. Let C and C′ be reduced sets. Then C and C′ are equivalent if
and only if C = C′.
Proof. Suppose that C and C′ are equivalent. Then V(C) = V(C′). Let m =
#V(C) = #V(C′). We prove the statement by induction on m. The case m ≤ 3 is
obvious. By Lemma 4.7, C contains a maximal element, say (i, j). Since C and C′
are equivalent, we have that (i, j) is maximal in C′. Then Cij and C
′
ij are equivalent.
If not, there exists T (R) that satisfies only one of Cij , C′ij . Then T (R+sδ
ij) satisfies
only one of C, C′ for certain s which contradicts to the equivalence of C1 and C2.
By induction we have that Cij = C
′
ij .
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Now we show that C = C′. Assume the contrary. Let D (resp. D′) be the
set of relations in C (resp. C′) which involve (i, j). Then C = Cij ∪ D and C′ =
C′ij ∪ D
′. Without loss of generality, we assume that ((i, j); (a1, b1)) ∈ D and
((i, j); (a1, b1)) /∈ D′. By equivalence of C and C′, we have (i, j) C′ (a1, b1). Then
there exists (a2, b2) 6= (a1, b1) such that ((i, j); (a2, b2)) ∈ D and (a2, b2) Cij
(a1, b1). If ((i, j); (a2, b2)) ∈ D, then (i, j) C (a1, b1) follows from other relations
which contradicts C1 being reduced. Thus ((i, j); (a2, b2)) /∈ D. By above argument
we have ((i, j); (a3, b3)) ∈ D and (a3, b3) Cij (a2, b2). We claim that (a3, b3) 6=
(a1, b1). Otherwise there is a loop in C1. Repeating above procedure we have
((i, j); (a4, b4)) ∈ D′, then ((i, j); (a5, b5)) ∈ D with (ap, bp) 6= (aq, bq), 1 ≤ p 6= q ≤
5. This contradicts with C being reduced. Therefore D = D′. Thus C = C′.
The converse is obvious. 
We can prove now
Theorem 4.20. Any noncritical set of relations is equivalent to a unique reduced
set of relations.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that any indecomposable set is equivalent to a reduced
set. Let C be indecomposable and ((k + 1, i); (k, j)), ((k + 1, i′); (k, j)) ∈ C. By
Proposition 4.16 we have (k+1, i) C (k+1, i′) or (k+1, i′) C (k+1, i). Suppose
first (k + 1, i) C (k + 1, i
′). If we show that any tableau T (R) satisfying C \
{((k + 1, i); (k, j))} satisfies also rk+1,i ≥ rk,j , then C \ {((k + 1, i); (k, j))} implies
C. Assume that we have a tableau T (R) satisfying C \ {((k + 1, i); (k, j))} with
rk+1,i < rk,j . Then rk+1,i < rk+1,i′ . Take a tableau T (L) satisfying C. Hence its
entries satisfy lk,j ≤ lk+1,i′ < lk+1,i. For any positive integers s and t, T (Q) =
T (sL+ tR) satisfies C \{((k+1, i); (k, j))}. In particular, if s = rk+1,i′ − rk+1,i and
t = lk+1,i − lk+1,i′ then qk+1,i = qk+1,i′ . Since T (Q) satisfies the noncritical set C
we obtain a contradiction. Thus we have rk+1,i ≥ rk,j . If (k + 1, i′) C (k + 1, i),
then using the same arguments one has that C \ {((k + 1, i′); (k, j))} implies C.
All other cases can be proved similarly. Thus any noncritical set is equivalent to
a reduced one. The uniqueness follows from Proposition 4.19. 
Recall that G denotes the group Sn × · · · × S1.
Definition 4.21. For any σ = (σ[n], σ[n−1], . . . , σ[2], σ[1]) ∈ G and C ⊆ R denote
by σ(C) the set of relations:
{((i, σ[i](j)); (r, σ[r](s))) | ((i, j); (r, s)) ∈ C}.
If C is any noncritical reduced subset of R and VC(T (L)) is a gln-module then
VC(T (L)) ⋍ VσC(T (σL)). So it is sufficient to consider the noncritical reduced sets
that satisfy the following condition: (k, i) C (k, j), only if i < j.
4.4. Cross elimination. Here we give two examples of non admissible sets.
Example 4.22. Set k ≤ n − 1. The sets of relations corresponding with the fol-
lowing graphs are not admissible.
(k+1,j)
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
(k,j−1)
;;①①①①①
(k,j)
(k,j)
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
(k,j+1)
(k−1,j)
;;①①①①①
(i) (ii)
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Proof. Suppose C1 is the set of relations of the diagram (i). Let T (L) be any tableau
satisfying C1 and T (R) be a tableau in VC1(T (L)) such that rk,j−1 = rk+1,j − 1,
rk,j = rk+1,j . By direct computation one has that ekfkT (R)− fkekT (R) 6= (Hk −
Hk+1)T (R). Thus VC1(T (L)) is not a gln-module. Suppose C2 is the set of relations
of the diagram (ii). Similarly we can prove that VC2(T (L)) is not a module for any
T (L) satisfying C2. 
Definition 4.23. Let C be an indecomposable noncritical subset of R. A subset of
C of the form {((k, i); (k + 1, t)), ((k + 1, s); (k, j))} with i < j and s < t will be
called a cross. The associated graph is as follows
(k+1,s)
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯ (k+1,t)
(k,i)
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
(k,j)
Example 4.24. Let C and C2 be a set of relations defined by the following graphs
(4,2)
✿
✿✿
✿
(3,1)
BB☎☎☎☎
))❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘ (3,2)
G(C)= (2,1)
BB☎☎☎☎
✿
✿✿
✿
(2,2)
(1,1)
BB☎☎☎☎
G(C2)= (2,1)
❀
❀❀
❀
(2,2)
(1,1)
AA✄✄✄✄
Note that (3, 1) is maximal in G(C), we get C1 after removing (3, 1) from C. Then
we can use the RR-method to remove the minimal element (3, 2) from G(C1). This
gives G(C2) which is not admissible by Example 4.22. Thus C is not admissible by
Theorem 4.9.
Using the idea of Example 4.24 we can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.25. Let C be an indecomposable noncritical subset of R. If C con-
tains crosses then it is not admissible.
Proof. Suppose C contains a cross {((k, i); (k+1, t)), ((k+1, s); (k, j))} . If (s, t) is
maximal or minimal and (s, t) /∈ {(k, i), (k, j), (k+1, s), (k+1, t)}, we remove (s, t).
Repeating the above removal method until there is no such maximal or minimal
pair different from (k, i), (k, j), (k + 1, s), (k + 1, t), we obtain C′. By Theorem
4.9 it is sufficient to prove that C′ is not admissible. The set C′ is not empty
since {((k, i); (k + 1, t)), ((k + 1, s); (k, j))} is contained in C′. We claim that (k, i)
and (k + 1, s) are maximal elements, and (k, j), (k + 1, t) are minimal elements
in V(C′). Suppose (k + 1, s) is not maximal. As C does not contain loops, then
(k, i) C′ (k + 1, s). Since C
′ is a subset of C, we have (k, i) C (k + 1, s). It
implies (k, i) C (k + 1, t) together with (k + 1, s) C (k + 1, t), which contradicts
to the fact that C is reduced. Similarly one can prove that (k, i) is maximal and
(k, j), (k + 1, t) are minimal.
If there is a path from (k, i) to (k + 1, t) except ((k, i); (k + 1, t)), then (k, i) C
(k + 1, t) is implied by the relations involved in the path, which contradicts with
that C is reduced. There is a path from (k, i) to (k, j) and (k + 1, t), (k + 1, s) are
not involved in these relations. After removing relations involving (k + 1, s) and
(k + 1, j) by RR-method we obtain a set of relations C′′. It is sufficient to prove
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that C′′ is not admissible. It is clear that (k, i) C (k, j). Since C is reduced, there
exists (a, b) in V(C′′) such that a < k. Let a be the minimal such that there exist
((a+ 1, c); (a, b)) ∈ C′′ and ((a, b); (a+ 1, d)) ∈ C′′. Then we apply the RR-method
to remove the relation that does not involve (a, b), (a+ 1, c), (a+ 1, d). We obtain
the set of relations {((a + 1, c); (a, b)), ((a, b); (a + 1, d))} which is not admissible
by Example 4.22. The statement follows. 
Corollary 4.26. Let C be any noncritical subset of R. If an indecomposable subset
of C contains crosses then C is not admissible.
Proof. Let C1 be a subset of C which contains all crosses. We apply the RR-method
to other subsets of C until all other subsets become empty. Then we obtain C1
which is not admissible by Proposition 4.25. Hence C is not admissible by Theorem
4.9. 
Definition 4.27. Let C be an indecomposable set. We say that C is pre-admissible
if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) C does not contain loops.
(ii) C is noncritical.
(iii) For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, (k, i) C (k, j) if and only if (k, i), (k, j) are in the
same indecomposable subset of C and i < j.
(iv) C is reduced.
(v) There is not cross in C.
An arbitrary set C is pre-admissible if every indecomposable subset of C is pre-
admissible.
The results of the previous sections show that in order to construct gln-modules
using sets of relations it is enough to consider only pre-admissible sets of relations.
4.5. F set.
Proposition 4.28. Let C be an indecomposable pre-admissible set. If T (L) is a
C-realization and lki − lkj = 1, then one of the listed conditions holds.
(i) {((k, i); (k − 1, s)), ((k − 1, s); (k, j))} ⊆ C for some 1 ≤ s ≤ k − 1.
(ii) {((k, i); (k + 1, s)), ((k + 1, s); (k, j))} ⊆ C for some 1 ≤ s ≤ k + 1.
(iii) k = n− 1, {((n − 1, i); (n, s)), ((n, t); (n − 1, j))} ⊆ C for some s ≤ t and
(n, s) C (n, t).
Proof. By Proposition 4.16 there is a path in G(C) from (k, i) to (k, j). If the path
goes up more than once then rki − rkj > 1 for any T (R) satisfying C. It proves the
statement.

Let C be a set of relations. For i < j we call {(k, i), (k, j)} an adjoining pair
if they are in the same indecomposable subset of C and there is not (k, s) such
that (k, i) C (k, s) C (k, j). Now we introduce our main sets of relations which
lead to admissible sets. Denote by F the set of all indecomposable C satisfying the
following condition:
Condition 4.29. For every adjoining pair (k, i) and (k, j), 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, there
exist p, q such that C1 ⊆ C or, there exist s < t such that C2 ⊆ C, where the graphs
associated to C1 and C2 are as follows
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(k+1,p)
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
G(C1)= (k,i)
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
(k,j);
(k−1,q)
==④④④④④
(k+1,s) (k+1,t)
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
G(C2)= (k,i)
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
(k,j)
We finish this section with some technical lemmas which will be used to prove
that Condition 4.29 implies admissibility of sets of relations.
Lemma 4.30. Let C ∈ F, T (L) a C-realization and T (R) any tableau in BC(T (L))
such that rki− rkj = 1. If A1 := {i′ | rk+1,i′ = rkj} and A2 := {j′ | rk−1,j′ = rki},
then #A1 +#A2 ≥ 2.
Proof. Follows directly from C ∈ F. 
Let W = (wi,j) ∈ C
n(n+1)
2 . Set
(15) eki(W ) =

0, if T (W ) /∈ BC(T (L))
−
k+1∏
j=1
(wki−wk+1,j)
k∏
j 6=i
(wki−wkj)
, if T (W ) ∈ BC(T (L))
(16) fki(W ) =

0, if T (W ) /∈ BC(T (L))
k−1∏
j=1
(wki−wk−1,j)
k∏
j 6=i
(wki−wkj)
, if T (W ) ∈ BC(T (L))
(17) hk(W ) =

0, if T (W ) /∈ BC(T (L))
k∑
i=1
wki −
k−1∑
i=1
wk−1,i + k − 1, if T (W ) ∈ BC(T (L))
(18) Φ(W, z1, . . . , zm) =
{
1, if T (W + z1 + . . .+ zt) ∈ BC(T (L)) for any t
0, otherwise.
We will denote by T (v) the tableau with variable entries vij .
Lemma 4.31. Let C ∈ F, T (L) any C-realization.
(i) If T (L+ δkj) /∈ BC(T (L)) and lk,i − lkj 6= 1 for any i, then
lim
v→l
ekj(v)fkj(v + δ
kj) = 0.
(ii) If T (L− δkj) /∈ BC(T (L)) and lk,j − lk,i 6= 1 for any i, then
lim
v→l
fkj(v)ekj(v − δ
kj) = 0.
(iii) If lk,i − lk,j = 1, then T (L+ δ
k,j), T (L− δk,i) /∈ BC(T (L)), and
lim
v→l
ekj(v)fkj(v + δ
k,j)− fki(v)eki(v − δ
k,i) = 0.
Proof. Since T (L + δkj) /∈ BC(T (L)), we have ((k + 1, s); (k, j)) ∈ C or ((k −
1, t); (k, j)) ∈ C. Suppose ((k + 1, s); (k, j)) ∈ C and T (L + δkj) /∈ BC(T (L)).
Then lk+1,s = lk,j . Suppose ((k − 1, t); (k, j)) ∈ C and T (L + δ
kj) /∈ BC(T (L)).
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Then lk−1,t = lk,j + 1 In both cases one has lim
v→l
ekj(v)fkj(v + δ
kj) = 0 by direct
computation .
The proof of (ii) is similar to (i).
It is clear that T (L − δk,j), T (L + δk,j+1) /∈ BC(T (L)) if lk,j − lk,j+1 = 1. By
Lemma 4.30, one has
lim
v→l
ekj(v)fkj(v + δ
k,j+1)− fkj(v)ekj(v − δ
k,j) = 0.

If ((i, j); (r, s)), ((r, s); (i, j)) /∈ C, we say that there is no direct relation between
(i, j) and (r, s).
Lemma 4.32. Let C ∈ F, T (L) be a C-realization. Suppose that there is no direct
relation between (i1, j1) and (i2, j2). Then T (R + δ
i1j1 + δi2j2)∈ BC(T (L)) if and
only if T (R+ δi1j1)∈ BC(T (L)) and T (R+ δ
i2j2)∈ BC(T (L)).
Proof. Suppose T (R+ δi1j1 + δi2j2)∈ BC(T (L)). Then T (R+ δ
i1j1) satisfies all re-
lations that do not involve (i1, j1). It also satisfies all relations between (i1, j1) and
(r, s), such that (r, s) 6= (i2, j2) but there is no direct relation between (i1, j1) and
(i2, j2). Then T (R+δ
i1j1)∈ BC(T (L)). Similarly one can show T (R+δ
i2j2)∈ BC(T (L))
and the converse. 
4.6. Necessary and sufficient conditions of admissibility. Now we are ready
to describe admissible sets of relations.
Theorem 4.33. A pre-admissible set of relations C is admissible if and only if C
is a union of disconnected sets from F.
Proof. Let C be a union of disconnected sets from F and T (L) any C-realization.
In order to prove that VC(T (L)) is a gln-module defined by the Gelfand-Tsetlin
formulas one needs to show that gT (R) = 0 for any T (R) ∈ BC(T (L)) and any
generator g of kn.
First we show that gT (R) = 0 for g = [ei, [ei, ej ]] (|i− j| = 1).
(19) [ei, [ei, ej]]T (R) =
∑
r,s,t
grst(R)T (R+ δ
jr + δis + δit),
where grst(R) are rational functions in rij , 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n.
Now we consider the coefficients grst(R) of tableaux T (R + δ
jr + δis + δit) ∈
BC(T (L)).
(i) Suppose s = t.
(a) Suppose there is not direct relation between (i, s) and (j, r). By Lemma 4.32
Φ(R, δjr, δis) = Φ(R, δis, δis) = Φ(R, δis, δjr) = 1. Then the coefficient
of T (R + δjr + 2δis) is the limit of the coefficient of T (v + δjr + 2δis) in
[ei, [ei, ej]]T (v) when v → R (here T (v) again is a tableau with free variable
entries). Thus the coefficient of T (R+ δjr + 2δis) is zero.
(b) Suppose ((i, s); (j, r)) ∈ C or ((j, r)(i, s)) ∈ C. Assume ((i, s); (j, r)) ∈ C.
Denote C′ = {((i, s); (j, r))}
Let T (v) be the tableau with vs′t′ = ls′t′ if (s
′, t′) = (i, s) or (j, r),
and free variable entries vs′t′ otherwise. Then T (v) is a C′-realization and
VC′(T (v)) is a gln-module. Let z
(1), z(2) ∈ {δjr , δis}. Then Φ(R, z(1), z(2)) =
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Φ(v, z(1), z(2)) where z(1) = z(2) only if z(1) = z(2) = δis. Therefore the co-
efficient of T (R+δjr+2δis) is the limit of the coefficient of T (v+δjr+2δis)
in [ei, [ei, ej]]T (v) when v → R, hence, it is zero.
(ii) Suppose s 6= t. We have that there is not direct relation between (i, s) and (i, t).
(a) Suppose there is not direct relation between (j, r) and both {(i, s), (i, t)}.
Then Φ(R, z(1), z(2), z(3)) = 1 by Lemma 4.32, where (z(1), z(2), z(3)) is any
permutation of {δis, δit, δjr}. Thus the coefficient of T (R+ δjr+ δis+ δit)
is zero similarly to (a) in (i).
(b) Suppose there is a direct relation between (j, r) and one of {(i, s), (i, t)}.
Similarly to (b) in (i), one has that the coefficient of T (R+ δjr + δis + δit)
is zero.
(c) Suppose there are direct relations between (j, r) and both {(i, s), (i, t)}.
We give proof for j = i + 1, when j = i − 1 it can be proved simi-
larly. Without loss of generality we assume that s < t. We have that
{((i, s); (j, r)), ((j, r); (i, t))} ⊆ C. Then (i, s) and (i, t) are adjoining pairs
in i-th row. There exist p such that {((i, s); (i−1, p)), ((i−1, p); (i, t))} ⊆ C.
Let C′ = {((i, s); (j, r)), ((j, r); (i, t)), ((i, s); (i − 1, p)), ((i − 1, p); (i, t))}.
It is admissible by Theorem 4.9. Let T (v) be the tableau with vs′t′ =
ls′t′ if (s
′, t′) ∈ {(i, s), (i, t), (j, r), (i − 1, p)}, and free variable entries vs′t′
otherwise. Then T (v) is a C′-realization and VC′(T (v)) is a gln-module.
Φ(R, z(1), z(2), z(3)) = Φ(v, z(1), z(2), z(3)), where (z(1), z(2), z(3)) is any per-
mutation of {δis, δit, δjr}. Then the coefficient of T (R+ δjr + δis + δit) is
the limit of the coefficient of T (v+ δjr + δis + δit) in [ei, [ei, ej]]T (v) when
v → R. Thus it is zero.
The proof of gT (R) = 0 for generators (1), (3), (4), (6) and [fi, [fi, fj ]] is similar.
In the following we show that [ei, fj ]T (R) = δij(Hi −Hj)T (R). We have
[ei, fj]T (R) =
j∑
r=1
i∑
s=1
Φ(R,−δjr)fjr(R)eis(R+ δ
jr)T (R− δjr + δis)
−
j∑
r=1
i∑
s=1
Φ(R, δis)eis(R)fjr(R + δ
is)T (R− δjr + δis).
(20)
Now we consider the coefficients of tableaux T (R − δjr + δis) ∈ BC(T (L)). If
(i, r) 6= (j, s), then the coefficient of T (R− δjr + δis) is zero which can be proved
similarly to the case g = [ei, [ei, ej ]] (|i− j| = 1), hence, [ei, fj]T (R) = 0 if i 6= j.
Suppose i = j = k. The coefficient of T (R− δir + δis) is zero if r 6= s.
By Lemma 4.31, the coefficient of T (R) is
lim
v→l
(
k∑
r=1
k∑
s=1
fkr(v)eks(v + δ
kt)−
k∑
r=1
k∑
s=1
eks(v)fkr(v + δ
ks)
)
= lim
v→R
hk(v) = hk(R).
Hence [ei, fj]T (R) = δijhiT (R) and C is admissible.
Conversely, assume that C is admissible. We will show that C is a union of
disconnected sets from F. Suppose first that C is indecomposable. If it does not
satisfy condition (4.29), then one can choose a C-realization T (R) such that rki −
rkj = 1 and rks−rkt 6= 1 if (s, t) 6= (i, j) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1. Thus [ek, fk]T (R) 6=
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(Hk −Hk+1)T (R) and VC(T (L)) is not a gln-module. Suppose C = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cm.
Without loss of generality we may assume that C1 does not satisfy condition (4.29).
Applying RR-method to C we can get C1 which is not admissible. Thus C is not
admissible by Theorem 4.9. 
5. Admissible Gelfand-Tsetlin modules
From now on we will assume that C is an admissible subset of R and consider the
gln-module VC(T (L)). It is endowed with the action of gln by the Gelfand-Tsetlin
formulas (7).
We will analyze the action of the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra Γ on modules
VC(T (L)). First we show that the action of Γ is preserved by the RR-method.
Namely, we have
Lemma 5.1. Let C1 and C2 be admissible sets such that C2 is obtained from C1 by
the RR-method. Then Γ acts on VC1(T (L)) by (11) for any C1-realization T (L) if
and only if it acts on VC2(T (L˜)) by (11) for any C2-realization T (L˜).
Proof. We give the proof in the case when C2 is obtained from C1 by removing the
relations involving (i, j) which is minimal. If (i, j) is maximal the statement can
be proved by the same argument.
Suppose Γ acts on VC1(T (L)) by (11) for any C1-realization. Let T (L˜) be any
C2-realization, then there exists a C1-realization T (L) such that l˜rs = lrs for any
(r, s) 6= (i, j). Let T (L′) = T (L− pδij), p ∈ Z≥0, be a tableau satisfying C1. Then
for all possiblem and k the equality cmk(T (L
′)) = γmk(l
′)T (L′) holds for any p ≥ 0.
When p > n, for any T (L˜+ z′) appearing in the expansion of cmk(T (L˜)) we have
that T (L˜ + z′) ∈ BC1(T (L)) if and only if T (L
′ + z′) ∈ BC2(T (L
′)). Considering
γmk(l
′) as a rational function in p we conclude that cmk(T (L˜)) = γmk(l)T (L˜).
Conversely, suppose Γ acts on VC2(T (L˜)) by (11) for any C2-realization. Let T (L)
be any C1-realization, then there exists a C2-realization T (L˜) such that l˜rs = lrs for
any (r, s) 6= (i, j). We have three cases to consider. If m < i, we have cmk(T (L)) =
γmk(l)T (L) since l˜rs = lrs for r < i. Suppose now that m = i. Then if there is not
direct relation between (i, j) and (i− 1, s) for any 1 ≤ s ≤ i− 1. For any T (L+ z′)
appearing in the expansion of cmk(T (L˜)) we have that T (L + z
′) ∈ BC1(T (L)) if
and only if T (L˜+ z′) ∈ BC2(T (L˜)).
If ((i−1, s); (i, j)) ∈ C for some 1 ≤ s ≤ i−1. Since cmk ∈ U(gli) and the elements
in gli do not change the (r, s)-th entry of the tableau,, i ≤ r ≤ n, in this case it
is enough to prove the statement for i = n. Since i = n, T (L) is a C2-realization.
The vector space W spanned by tableaux T (L+ z) with (l + z)i−1,s ≤ (l + z)i,j is
a submodule of VC2(T (L)), then VC1(T (L)) is a quotient of VC2(T (L)) so we have
that cmk(T (L)) = γmk(l)T (L) in the module VC1(T (L)). Finally, if m > i then by
the above argument we have that cmk(T (L− nδ
ij)) = γmk(L − nδ
ij)T (L− nδij).
Since m > i, we have γmk(L − nδ
ij) = γmk(L − nδ
ij). Consider the glm-module
W generated by T (L− nδij), if T (L) is in W then cmk(T (L)) = γmk(l)T (L).
Assume the contrary, T (L) /∈ W . Let p be the minimal such that T (L − (p −
1)δij) /∈W and T (L− tδij) ∈W for p ≤ t ≤ n. Consider the equation Ei,i+1T (L−
pδij) =
∑i
t=1 eit(L − pδ
ij)T (L− pδij + δit).
Since T (L − (p − 1)δij) and T (L − pδij) are in BC1(T (L)), the coefficient of
T (L − (p − 1)δij) is non zero. By 2), each tableau appearing on the right hand
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side has a different eigenvalue corresponding to Zi, the center of Ugli , so T (L −
(p− 1)δij) ∈ W which contradicts with the minimality of p. Thus T (L) ∈ W and
cmk(T (L)) = γmk(l)T (L).

Corollary 5.2. Let T (L) be a generic Gelfand-Tsetlin tableau of height n. Then the
action of the generators of the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra on V∅(T (L)) = spanB∅(T (L))
is given by the formula (11).
Proof. Applying the RR-method to S, after finitely many steps we can remove all
the relations in S. The statement follows from Lemma 5.1. 
We have
Theorem 5.3. For any admissible C the module VC(T (L)) is a Gelfand-Tsetlin
module with diagonalizable action of the generators of the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalge-
bra given by the formula (11).
Proof. If C is an arbitrary admissible set then applying the RR-method we get ∅
after finitely many steps. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 imply the statement. 
We call C a maximal set of relations for T (L), if T (L) satisfies C and C implies
any set of relations C′ satisfied by T (L).
We call VC(T (L)) admissible Gelfand-Tsetlin module associated with the admis-
sible set of relations C. Note that VC(T (L)) is infinite dimensional if C is not
equivalent to S.
Lemma 5.4. Let
∑r
i=1 aiT (Li) ∈ VC(T (L)) with all ai non-zero. Then T (Li) ∈
VC(T (L)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra has differ-
ent spectrum on each T (Li). Hence T (Li) ∈ VC(T (L)) for each i. 
Lemma 5.5. Let C be an admissible set of relations. If T (L) and T (R) = T (L+z)
satisfy C. Then there exist {(it, jt)}t=1,...,s ⊆ V such that for any 1 ≤ r ≤ s,
T (L +
∑r
t=1 ǫtδ
it,jt) satisfies C and T (L +
∑s
t=1 ǫtδ
it,jt) = T (R), where ǫt = 1 if
rit,jt − lit,jt ≥ 0 and ǫt = −1 if rit,jt − lit,jt < 0.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on #V(C). It is obvious if #V(C) = 2.
Assume #V(C) = n > 2. Let (i, j) be maximal and consider Cij . By induction,
there exist sequences (i′t, j
′
t) 1 ≤ t ≤ s such that for any p ≤ s, T (L+
∑p
t=1 ǫtδ
i′t,j
′
t)
satisfies Cij and T (L+
∑s
t=1 ǫtδ
i′t,j
′
t) = T (R+ lij − rij).
If lij − rij = m ≥ 0, set (it, jt) = (i′t, j
′
t) for 1 ≤ t ≤ s, and (it, jt) = (i, j) for
s+ 1 ≤ t ≤ t+m.
If lij − rij = m < 0, set (it, jt) = (i, j) for 1 ≤ t ≤ m and (im+t, jm+t) = (i′t, j
′
t)
for 1 ≤ t ≤ s. 
Theorem 5.6. The Gelfand-Tsetlin module VC(T (L)) is simple if and only if C is
the maximal (admissible) set of relations satisfied by T (L).
Proof. Suppose C is not the maximal set of relations satisfied by T (L). Then
lk+1,i − lk,j ∈ Z for some indexes and there is no relation between (k + 1, i) and
(k, j). So there exists a tableau T (R) = (rst) ∈ UT (L) such that rk+1,i−rk,j ∈ Z≥0
and T (Q) = (qst) ∈ UT (L) such that qk,j − qk+1,i ∈ Z>0. By the Gelfand-Tsetlin
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formulas one has that T (Q) is not in the submodule of VC(T (L)) generated by T (R)
and thus VC(T (L)) is not simple.
Conversely, let C be the maximal set of relations satisfied by T (L). By Lemma
5.5, for any tableau T (R) ∈ BC(T (L)), there exist {(it, jt)} 1 ≤ t ≤ s such that
for any r ≤ s, T (L +
∑r
t=1 ǫtδ
it,jt) satisfies C and T (L +
∑s
t=1 ǫtδ
it,jt) = T (R).
If T (L) and T (L + δij) satisfy C, then li,j 6= li+1,j′ for any j′. Similarly if T (L)
and T (L − δi,j) satisfy C, then li,j 6= li−1,j′ for any j′. Thus the coefficient of
T (L+ δi,j) in Ei,i+1T (L) (respectively T (L − δ
i,j) in Ei+1,iT (L)) is nonzero. By
Lemma 5.4, T (L±δi1,j1) ∈ VC(T (L)). Repeating the argument s times we conclude
that T (R) ∈ VC(T (L)). 
Definition 5.7. We will say that a tableau T (L) satisfies the FRZ-condition if it
is a realization of some admissible set C ⊂ R.
Therefore, each admissible set C defines infinitely many tableaux satisfying the
FRZ-condition, each of which gives rise to an simple admissible Gelfand-Tsetlin
module. These simple modules form infinitely many isomorphism classes.
Theorem 5.8. For any m ∈ SpecmΓ from the Gelfand-Tsetlin support of VC(T (L)),
the Gelfand-Tsetlin multiplicity of m is one.
Proof. The action of Γ is given by the formulas (11), and hence determined by the
values of symmetric polynomials on the entries of the rows of the tableaux. Given
two Gelfand-Tsetlin tableaux T (L) and T (R), we have crs(T (L)) = crs(T (R)) for
any 1 ≤ s ≤ r ≤ n if and only if L = σ(R) for some σ ∈ G. In particular, T (R) ∈
BC(T (L)) and L = σ(R) for some σ 6= id implies the existence of T (Q) ∈ BC(T (L))
with qki = qkj for some 1 ≤ j 6= i ≤ n− 1. 
5.1. Proof of Theorem II. Consider a tableau T (L) satisfying the FRZ-condition
and the corresponding character χT (L) of Γ. Then the tableau T (L) is a realization
of some admissible set C ⊂ R.
Let mL = KerχT (L). Since VC(T (L)) has mL in its Gelfand-Tsetlin support and
has a basis consisting of noncritical tableaux with standard action of the generators
of gln by Theorems 4.33 and 5.3, it has an simple subquotient V (L) satisfying The-
orem II. It shows the existence. Let W be the gln-submodule of VC(T (L)) generated
by T (L). If V is an simple Gelfand-Tsetlin module having mL in its Gelfand-Tsetlin
support and having a basis consisting of noncritical tableaux with standard action of
the generators of gln then V is a homomorphic image of W . The Gelfand-Tsetlin
multiplicity of mL in VC(T (L)) is one by Theorem 5.8. This shows that V is the
unique module with desired properties. Hence V ≃ V (L) proving the uniqueness.
5.2. Examples of admissible modules. The following proposition gives a family
of highest weight modules that can be realized as VC(T (L)) for some admissible set
of relations C.
Proposition 5.9. Set λ = (λ1, . . . , λn). The simple highest weight module L(λ)
is an admissible Gelfand-Tsetlin module if λi − λj /∈ Z or λi − λj > i − j for any
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n− 1.
Proof. Let T (L) be a tableau such that lij = λj − j + 1 and let C be the maximal
set of relations satisfied by T (L). Then C is admissible and VC(T (L)) is an simple
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highest weight module with highest weight λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) and T (L) is a highest
weight vector.

We recall the construction of generic Verma modules [17] which satisfy Proposi-
tion 5.9.
Example 5.10. Let C be the following set of relations:
{((k + 1, i); (k, i)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ n− 1}
and T (L) be a C-realization. By Theorem 4.33 C is admissible. Thus VC(T (L)) is
a gln-Verma module with highest weight λ = (λ1, . . . , λn), where λi = lni + i− 1.
A weight gln-module is called dense if for any weight λ and any root α of gln,
λ+ α is also a root. The following dense modules were constructed in [19].
Example 5.11. Let C = C+ ∪ C− be the following set of relations:
C+ = {((i+ 1, j); (i, j)) | k ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
C−{((i, j); (i+ 1, j + 1)) | k ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1},
2 ≤ k ≤ n, and T (L) be a C-realization. By Theorem 4.33, C is admissible. Thus
VC(T (L)) is a gln-module. When k = 2, VC(T (L)) is a dense module with finite
weight multiplicities([19], Lemma 1). When k > 2, VC(T (L)) is a dense module
with infinite weight multiplicities ([19], Theorem 5).
6. Tableaux Gelfand-Tsetlin modules
In this section we discuss the place of admissible Gelfand-Tsetlin modules among
those Gelfand-Tsetlin modules which have a realization by Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas.
We start with the following natural question: if C is not an admissible set, is
there a tableau T (L) satisfying C such that VC(T (L)) is a gln-module? The answer
is positive. Here is an example.
Example 6.1. Let C be the set of relations corresponding to the following graph
(4,1)
❀
❀❀
❀
(4,4)
(3,1)
❀
❀❀
❀
(3,2)
❀
❀❀
❀
(3,3)
AA✄✄✄✄
(2,1)
AA✄✄✄✄
❀
❀❀
❀
(2,2)
AA✄✄✄✄
(1,1)
AA✄✄✄✄
and T (L) the following tableau
3 32
3
2 0
3 2 1
3 2
3
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Then T (L) satisfies C and VC(T (L)) is a 1-dimensional gl4-module but the action
of Γ is not given by (11).
This example suggests the following definition.
Definition 6.2. We say that a Gelfand-Tsetlin gln-module V is a tableaux module
if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) V has a basis consisting of noncritical tableaux.
(ii) The action of gln on V is given by the Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas (7).
(iii) All Gelfand-Tsetlin multiplicities of V are bounded by 1.
(iv) The action of Γ on V is given by the formula (11).
Hence, the module VC(T (L)) from the example above is not a tableaux module.
As we showed in the previous section any admissible Gelfand-Tsetlin module is
a tableaux module. We believe that the converse also holds, namely we state the
following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.3. If V is a tableaux Gelfand-Tsetlin gln-module then V is isomor-
phic to some VC(T (L)) with admissible C.
The conjecture is known to be true for n = 3 ([5], Remark 9.2). In the rest of
this section we justify the conjecture for n = 4.
Lemma 6.4. Let C be an admissible set, T (L) a tableau satisfying C. If there is
no tableau T (R ± δn−1,r) satisfying C for any 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 where rij = lij for
1 ≤ j ≤ i, n− 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then C = S and lni − ln,i+1 = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Proof. Suppose the entries in the (n − 1)-th row are contained in m disconnected
subsets of C. Let C1 be a subset of C. Assume (n − 1, j), 1 ≤ j ≤ j1 are contained
in V(C1). By Condition (4.29), there are at least j1 − 1 entries of the n-th row in
V(C1). Moreover, if ((n, s); (n− 1, 1)) (respectively ((n− 1, j1); (n, s))) is not in C1
then T (R±δn−1,1) (respectively T (R±δn−1,j1)) satisfies C which is a contradiction.
Hence, V(C1) contains at least j1+1 elements of the n-th row. Thus, all the entries
of the (n − 1)-th row are contained in the same disconnected subset of C and the
relations between the (n− 1)-th row and the n-th row are as follows:
{((n, i); (n− 1, i)), ((n− 1, i); (n, i+ 1)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
Therefore C = S by Condition (4.29). 
Proposition 6.5. Let n = 4, C be a non admissible set and T (L) be a tableau
satisfying C. If C is the maximal set of relations satisfied by T (L) and the Gelfand-
Tsetlin formulas (7) define a gln-module structure on VC(T (L)), then VC(T (L)) is
not a tableaux module, that is the action of Γ is not given by (11).
Proof. Suppose k is the minimal such that there exist (k, i), (k, j) that do not
satisfy the Condition (4.29). Then for any fixed top row there exists a tableau
T (L) such that lki − lkj = 1 and #{i′ | lk+1,i′ = lkj}+#{j′| lk−1,j′ = lki} = 1.
Now we consider glk+1-module generated by T (L). We have
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[ek, fk]T (R) =
k∑
r,s=1
Φ(L,−δkr)fkr(L)eks(L + δ
kr)T (L− δkr + δks)
−
k∑
r,s=1
Φ(L, δks)eks(L)fkr(L + δ
ks)T (L− δkr + δks).
(21)
The same formula holds for the tableau T (v) with distinct variable entries (consid-
ered as a generic tableau). Then the coefficient of T (L) in (21) is the same as the
coefficient of T (L) in hkT (L) if and only if
lim
v→l
 ∑
Φ(L,−δjr)=0
fkr(v)ekr(v + δ
ir)−
∑
Φ(L,δir)=0
ekr(v)fkr(v + δ
kr)
 = 0.(22)
By Lemma 4.31, (i) and (ii) one has
lim
v→l
 ∑
Φ(L,−δkr)=0
fkr(v)ekr(v + δ
kr)−
∑
Φ(L,δkr)=0
ekr(v)fkr(v + δ
kr)

= lim
v→l
(∑
fk,i(v)ek,i(v + δ
k,i)− ek,j(v)fk,j(v + δ
k,j)
)
,
where the sum runs over all pairs (i, j) such that lki − lkj = 1 and (k, i), (k, j)
do not satisfy condition (4.29). If there is only one such pair (k, i), (k, j) then by
direct computation we obtain lim
v→l
fk,i(v)ek,i(v+ δ
k,i)− ek,j(v)fk,j(v+ δ
k,j) 6= 0. If
there are two such pairs then there exists T (Q) = T (R± δk−1,s) satisfying C where
rij = lij for 1 ≤ j ≤ i, k − 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1. For every such pair (k, i), (k, j),
lim
v→l
fk,i(v)ek,i(v + δ
k,i)− ek,j(v)fk,j(v + δ
k,j)
can be written as (lk−1,s − a)b, where a = lkj , b is a rational function in l. Since
VC(T (L)) is a module, one has (lk−1,s − a1)b1 + (lk−1,s − a2)b2 = 0 and (lk−1,s ±
1 − a1)b1 + (lk−1,s ± 1 − a2)b2 = 0. Then b1 + b2 = 0, a1b1 + a2b2 = 0 and
a1 6= a2, Thus b1 = b2 = 0 which is a contradiction. Hence, there is no tableau
T (Q) = T (R± δk−1,s) satisfying C where rij = lij for 1 ≤ j ≤ i, k − 1 ≤ i ≤ k+ 1.
By Lemma 6.4, U(glk+1)T (L) is one dimensional with unique tableau T (L). Let
T (L′) be a tableau with l′st = lst for 1 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ k, l
′
k+1,t = lk,t for 1 ≤ t ≤ k
and l′k+1,k+1 = lk,k + 1. One has ck+1,tT (L) = γk+1,t(L
′)T (L), t = 1, . . . , k + 1.
We see that the action of Γ is different from (11). Thus the 1-dimensional module
VC(T (L)) is not a tableaux module. 
Remark 6.6. Let C be any set of relations.
(i) If C a non admissible set of relations then VC(T (L)) is not a gln-module for
some T (L) satisfying C. In the case n = 3, VC(T (L)) is not a gln-module
for any T (L) for which C is the maximal set of relations.
(ii) V = spanC{T (L) = (3, 0|2)} is a 1-dimensional tableaux module. Its basis
is not equal to any set BC(T (L)).
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7. Gelfand-Graev continuation
In this section we prove necessary and sufficient condition for the Gelfand and
Graev’s continuation.
For the sake of convenience we will use our notation to describe Gelfand and
Graev’s continuations. In [9] the standard labelling of tableaux given in [10] is
slightly modified and the action of generating elements of the Lie algebra is given
on this new basis. To each k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 we assign a pair of integers {ik, i′k}
where ik ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, i′k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}, and ik < i
′
k. For each such set
of indexes it is constructed a Hilbert space H{ik, i′k} having an orthonormal basis
labeled by the set of all possible tableaux T (L) with integral entries where the top
row is fixed and the other components satisfy the following set of inequalities:
lk,j > lk,j+1, j < k ≤ n(23)
lk+1,j−1 ≥ lkj > lk+1,j , j ≤ ik(24)
lk+1,j ≥ lkj > lk+1,j+1, ik < j < i
′
k(25)
lk+1,j+1 ≥ lkj > lk+1,j+2, j ≥ i
′
k.(26)
Let C be the following set of relations:
{((n, i); (n, i+ 1))|i = i′n−1, i
′
n−1}
∪{(k + 1, j − 1); (k, j)), ((k, j); (k + 1, j)) | j ≤ ik}
∪{((k + 1, j); (k, j)), ((k, j), (k + 1, j + 1)) | ik < j < i
′
k}
∪{((k + 1, j + 1); (k, j)), ((k, j); (k + 1, j + 2)) | i′k ≤ j}.
Remark 7.1. Every tableau T (L) satisfying the GG-condition is a C-realization.
Conversely, not every C-realization satisfies the GG-condition. For example, if
n = 4, it = 0, i
′
t = t+1 for t = 1, 2, i3 = 1, i
′
3 = 3 then the graph associated with C
is as follows
(4,1) // (4,2)
❀
❀❀
❀
(4,3) // (4,4)
✄✄
✄✄
(3,1)
]]❀❀❀❀
❀
❀❀
❀
(3,2)
❀
❀❀
❀
AA✄✄✄✄
(3,3)
(2,1)
AA✄✄✄✄
❀
❀❀
❀
(2,2)
AA✄✄✄✄
(1,1)
AA✄✄✄✄
A tableau T (L) with l41 = l42 and l43 = l44 is a C-realization but it does not satisfy
the GG-condition.
Lemire and Patera [16] gave counterexamples and showed that for certain sets
of indexes the Gelfand-Tsetlin formulas do not define gln-module. In fact, they
claimed (though without proof) that a necessary condition to have a gln-module on
H{ik, i′k} is that for each k = 2, 3, . . . , n− 1 one has
(27) ik−1, i
′
k−1 ∈ {0, ik, i
′
k − 1, k}.
We will call the LP-condition, the GG-condition together with this restriction.
In [16] it was given an example of a tableau for gl3 which does not satisfy the LP-
condition and does not generate a module. This is not sufficient to conclude that
H{ik, i
′
k} is not a module if it contains a basis tableau which does not satisfies the
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LP-condition, since H{ik, i′k} not only depends on the choice of pairs ik, i
′
k but also
on the top row of the tableau. Lemire and Patera showed that the LP-condition is
sufficient to have a module structure on H{ik, i′k} for gl3 and in some cases for gl4.
The following is clear
Lemma 7.2. Fix ik, i
′
k. If rij i ≥ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ i satisfy the GG-condition then there
exists a tableau in H{ik, i′k} that satisfies the GG-condition and lij = rij i ≥ k
1 ≤ j ≤ i.
Proof of Theorem I. If ik, i
′
k satisfy LP-condition, then C is admissible by Theo-
rem 4.33. Any tableau satisfying GG-condition is a C-realization. Thus H{ik, i′k} ≃
VC(T (L)) is a gln-module.
Now we show that the LP-condition is necessary. Let k be the maximal such that
{ik−1, i
′
k−1}  {0, ik, i
′
k − 1, k}.
(i) Assume that one of {ik−1, i′k−1} is not in {0, ik, i
′
k − 1, k}. Without loss
of generality we assume that ik−1 /∈ {0, ik, i′k − 1, k}. By Lemma 7.2 for
any fixed top row there exists a tableau that satisfies the GG-condition in
H{ik, i′k} and lk,ik−1−1 − lk,ik−1 = 1, lk−1,j 6= lk,ik for any j. The pair
(lk,ik−1−1, lk,ik−1) is the only pair in the k-th row such that lk,ik−1−1 −
lk,ik−1 = 1 and
#{i′ | lk+1,i′ = lk,ik−1−1, }+#{j
′ | lk−1,j′ = lk,ik−1} = 1.
By direct computation one has
lim
v→l
 ∑
Φ(L,−δjr)=0
fkr(v)ekr(v + δ
ir)−
∑
Φ(L,δir)=0
ekr(v)fkr(v + δ
kr)

= lim
v→l
(
fk,ik−1−1(v)ek,ik−1−1(v + δ
i,ik−1−1)− ek,ik−1(v)fk,ik−1 (v + δ
k,ik−1 )
)(28)
which is nonzero. Thus H{ik, i′k} is not a module.
(ii) Suppose both of {ik−1, i′k−1} are not in {0, ik, i
′
k − 1, k}. By Lemma 7.2 for
any fixed top row there exists a tableau that satisfies the GG-condition in
H{ik, i′k} and lk,ik−1−1 − lk,ik−1 = 1, lk,i′k−1+1 − lk,i′k−1+2 = 1 and lk−1,j 6=
lk,ik−1 , lk−1,j 6= lk,i′k−1+2 for any j. By Lemma 4.31, (i) and (ii), one has
lim
v→l
 ∑
Φ(L,−δjr)=0
fkr(v)ekr(v + δ
ir)−
∑
Φ(L,δir)=0
ekr(v)fkr(v + δ
kr)

= lim
v→l
 ∑
r=ik−1+1,i′k−1+2
fkr(v)ekr(v + δ
ir)−
∑
r=ik−1,i′k−1+1
ekr(v)fkr(v + δ
kr)
 .
(29)
By Lemma 7.2, lk−1,ik has at least 2 choices if we fix all other lst, 1 ≤ t ≤ s,
k − 1 ≤ s ≤ n. Applying same argument as in the proof of Proposition 6.5
one can show that it is impossible to have zero limit for all these tableaux.
Thus H{ik, i
′
k} is not a module.
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